davidM QL Gold
A unique gold colour with unique capabilities
The QL Gold blanket surface offers superior transfer properties and excellent ink affinity. The precision buffed
surface creates a micro-textured printing medium for unsurpassed paper and ink release. Plus, you’ll get up to colour
fast and stay in register. The tougher surface lets you switch paper stocks and web widths with less concern about
edge cutting and it’s overall solvent-resistance, ensures dimensional stability. Gauge loss and sinking at the gap are
minimised, especially on narrow gap presses.

Features

Benefits

Specifications

Precision buffed surface.

Buffed printing medium for unsurpassed paper and ink

Colour:

release. Solvent resistant.

Gold
Surface:

Microcellular-compressible

Unique construction for resistance to gauge loss at the gap

Ground

base.

ensures maximum print length. Downtime and paper waste

Thickness:

costs are reduced through fewer smashes, feed problems

1.95mm, 1.70mm

and web breaks.

Hardness:
78° Shore A

Compatibility and versatility.

Compatible with advanced pressroom chemistry and plate

Compressibility:

systems. Solvent resistant surface for protection against

0.15mm @ 1060 kpa Typical

high KB inks and harsh blanket washes.

0.18mm @ 2060 kpa Typical
Elongation:
<0.70% @ 10 N/mm
Tensile Strength:
>60 N/mm
Face Compound:
Solvent resistant rubber blend

Optimise your on-press performance
Over the years, Day’s printing technologists and pressroom chemists have learned the dynamics between printing blankets
and pressroom chemicals play a vital role in on-press performance and profitability. And they’ve learned how to analyse these
dynamics to help printers resolve problems and optimise their printing results.
Day’s laboratory experts, technical support team and sales consultants work together with printers to recommend the
right combination of pressroom chemicals and printing blankets to achieve optimum performance. A consultative
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service offered only by Day International.

Day International
Balgray Street,
Dundee, DD3 8HN,
Scotland.

T +44 (0)1382 422200
F +44 (0)1382 819051
E day.uk@flintgrp.com
www.dayintl.com

